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With these changes and a slight change in the design of the
relay, the system operates as in a single rail design. The direc-
tion of the power current is shown by full lines and that of the
signal current by dotted lines in Fig. 90.
In all of the foregoing automatic block systems it should be
noted that if the track relay circuit be opened the action is the
same as though the relay were short circuited by a train in the
block, i.e., the signal is thrown to "danger/7 This action has
proved of great value in detecting broken rails and has probably
prevented a number of wrecks thereby.
Single-track Signaling.—The continuous track circuit signals
just described were developed for use on double-track roads.
Suitable signals of this type for use on single-track roads are a
very recent development. On a single-track road the block
signal must guard against both following and opposing move-
ments. The system must be an "absolute'7 block for opposing
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fig. 91.—Single-track signals with preliminary track circuits.
movements and may be either "absolute" or ^permissive" for
following movements.
The signals on a single-track road are controlled by relays
similar in design to those used in double-track systems, being
more a difference in arrangement of apparatus and connections
than a difference in the fundamental apparatus.
Fig. 91 shows the arrangement of the signals in a single-track
block system, manufactured by the General Railway Signal Com-
pany, which is being used on a number of interurban roads at
present and illustrates a method of diagramming signals which is
commonly used by signal engineers.
A typical installation of this type of signal is shown in Fig. 92.
The line WE represents the track. Three sidings with centers
at A, C and E are shown. The block length is AC (or CE).
The dashed lines parallel with the track indicate the controlling
limits of the various signals, i.e., a car on the track under a dashed
line causes the signal to which the dashed line is connected to
operate. Ends of track circuits are indicated by a short line
drawn at right angles across the track. The track between the

